
THE EARLY CHARACTERISTIC DEVELOPMENTS IN WESTERN MUSIC

DURING THE MIDDLE AGES ESSAY

The first collection of polyphonic music printed important to the development of western music.

Each mode establishes a rhythmic pattern in beats or tempora within a common unit of three tempora a
perfectio that is repeated again and again. Martial named after a monastery in south-central France, which
contains the best-preserved manuscript of this repertory. Instruments most probably used in secular music
during the middle ages may include drums, harps, recorders, and bagpipes were the instruments used in
secular music because they were Before this time, many other cultures around the world had been suing
modified techniques for printing character texts. There were ceremonies for these oaths. Shaping the European
continent, Christianity affected it in ways that paved the road to the modern-day Western civilizations. Each
area developed its own chant and rules for celebration. This time is also sometimes described as the Dark Ages
by some because of some of the bad events that happened and because they say nothing of importance came
out of the time period. This Ars Nova style remained the primary rhythmical system until the highly
syncopated works of the Ars subtilior at the end of the 14th century, characterized by extremes of notational
and rhythmic complexity. The Middle Ages, classified from AD to AD, was significantly effected by
Christianity because of the impact it had on the daily lives of people of the time. Instruments that produced
softer and less bright sounds were preferred for indoor events. This became one of the most important qualities
of the music of Josquin as he moved later into his career. The middle ages began at the fall of the Roman
empire in and lasted all the way to ; a year period. It was a beautifully illuminated volume with musical
examples One of the greatest effects the epics had on the tribes or communities of the Middle Ages was their
unifying influence. Medieval clothes provided information about the rank of the person wearing them.
Medieval theorists called these pairs maneriae and labeled them according to the Greek ordinal numbers. The
lack of morale in the country called for a lot of changes to occur. The monophonic melodies of these
musicians, to which may have been added improvised accompaniments, were often rhythmically lively. The
theorist who is most well recognized in regard to this new style is Philippe de Vitry , famous for writing the
Ars Nova "New Art" treatise around  While many of these innovations are ascribed to Vitry, and somewhat
present in the Ars Nova treatise, it was a contemporaryâ€”and personal acquaintanceâ€”of de Vitry, named
Johannes de Muris Jehan des Mars who offered the most comprehensive and systematic treatment of the new
mensural innovations of the Ars Nova [26] for a brief explanation of the mensural notation in general, see the
article Renaissance music. The beginning of the Early Middle Ages, after the Fall of Rome in AD and the
period known as the Dark Ages, the reorganization of the empire brought a desire for faith and religion,
primarily Christianity. Clearly there are many differences in the music of these two important composers, but
what is important to see is the evolutionary development of music and its many forms. When the religion was
in its prime of evolving it need to become a stable and function community which during war it felt very
unlike to. In their widest ramifications 'the Middle Ages' thus constitute one of the most prevalent cultural
myths of the modern world. Most of which are performed by wandering minstrels. The church was the focus
of attention, and rather than a logical outlook of the world, beliefs were concentrated around fallacies; on the
other hand, the resurgence of education and innovations that followed the Middle Ages and was branded as the
Renaissance. Franco-Flemish composers were settling all over western Europe and at the same time each
country was developing there own unique styles. In his motets, Josquin often included sections of homophonic
four-part writing in which root-triads harmonize recitation psalm tones, Magnificats, and Lamentations.
During his lifetime Josquin composed approximately eighteen Masses, motets, and seventy chansons. By the
12th and 13th centuries, Gregorian chant had superseded all the other Western chant traditions, with the
exception of the Ambrosian chant in Milan and the Mozarabic chant in a few specially designated Spanish
chapels. Many of the changes were brought about because of a new interest in secular music as well as sacred.
The Texture of Medieval Renaissance Music The addition of more melodic lines to the Gregorian chants
created polyphonic texture, meaning it has two or more melodic lines. At this time, Rome was the religious
centre of western Europe, and Paris was the political centre. During the Middle Ages, this systematic
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arrangement of a series of whole steps and half steps, what we now call a scale , was known as a mode.
Ambrose , was the standard, while Beneventan chant developed around Benevento , another Italian liturgical
center.


